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B) In a metal hot forming operation, the state of stress
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Calculate the normal stress acting on the plane whose

hydrostatic pressure and the maximum shear stresses;

direction cosines of the maximum principle stress'

OUESTION NO.2
A) Th. dttpt"Ament comqonents in a straine{Uof13;:

a=0 .01x+0 .002y ' - - ,  e=0 .021+0.02  t  mm,  w=0 '001x+0 '005mm'

r) Calculate the displacement of the point (1'1'1)'

ii; Catcutate the strain tensor in the matrix form at the point (2,1,2)'

iii) What is the change in distance between two points which, before deformation, have coordinates

(3,2,0)mm and (-1,14,5)mm ?
B) Three strain gauges are symmetrically arranged * L20o on the free surface of a machine. The gauge

readings gave straiir, [rr=- - 0.001, lez =0.02, [er{.003. The strain normal to the surface is ["=

0.00156. Determine the magnitude of principle and volumetric strains
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@icinfinitesimalstrainisthesumofthethreenormalstrains.
B) The parallepiped in the following Fig.l is deformed in to the shape indicated by the dashed strail

lines. The dispracements are give r=c1xlZ, v=c2x!zrw=c3xyz, find l) the state of strain at point E in the

matrix form when nti"r the iordinates (1.503, 1.001' 1.997),ii) The Dilation at point E'

direction cosines are 2131 213, -ll3- Find the
also obtain the principle stress deviations and

(25 Mark)
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A) A brass sheet zffim x 30 mm x 2 mm is clampled in a very rigid frame whose coef{icient of thermal

expansion is almost zero. Given that the temper"to.. drops by 100 oc, calculate the resulting stresses in

the sheet. If the element is free in the z-direction, determine the change in sheet thickness' For brass,

E=\20 GPa, v=0.33, and tr=16x10-6 C-l'

B) A flat steel plate 200x400x20 mm is compressed by forces in the plane of the plate so that the new

lateral dimensions are 199.9g x 399.975 mm. Assuming that the plate is free in the thickness direction

and that it is uniformly stresses (Take E=200GPa and u =0'3)o determine:

- The change in thickness.
- If the plate thickness was constrained to remain cbnstant, what stress would be applied in the thickness

direction?
- Calculate the strain energy stored in the plate'
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